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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This research entitled Social Class Conflict in Kevin Kwan’s Crazy Rich 

Asians. It is discusses about social class conflict that occurs in the main characters. 

The aim of the study is to find out some causes of social class conflict that appear in 

Crazy Rich Asians novel. This study also talks about the effects of social class conflict 

that appear in the Crazy Rich Asians Novel. This study aims to provide two points : 

causes of social class conflict and effects of social class conflict in Crazy Rich Asians 

novel written by Kevin Kwan. This study uses the sociological approach of literature 

as it helps to find out how social class conflict on the chacracters can have cause and 

effect. Kwan`s Crazy Rich Asians is used as the source data. In conducting the thesis, 

the writer uses qualitative research. . Some quotation will be added to support the 

analysis. From the result of the analysis, the writer found two types of social class 

namely are upper class and middle class. And also found two types of conflict namely 

external conflict and internal conflict. The writer found two types of social class. First, 

upper class found on the Young Family and Aramita’s friends. Second, midlle class 

found on Rachel Chu. The writer found causes of the external conflict are Eleanor 

between rachel Chu, Aramita’s friends between Rachel Chu, Parker Yeo between 

Rachel Chu. The internal conflict is Rachel chu with herself. Social class conflict 

founded by writer gives effects on Rachel Chu as middle class because she is different 

from the others where they are from upper class.  

 

 

Keywords: Social Class Conflict, causes of Social Class Conflict , effects of Social 

Class Conflict. 
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